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During the development period of the 4. This evident by the fact that the heads can be bolted to
the earlier and blocks with some minor modifications. This can be done with stock ci crank and
rods and 4. Before we move too much further, I would to briefly cover some basic info and
specs on this engine for those of you out there who are completely new to this engine. As the
name suggests, the engine is a 4. It features a heavy cast-iron block, cast iron cylinder head, 2
valves per cylinder, it lacks any kind of variable valve timing or variable valve lift. Bore
measures at Depending on the year of the engine, compression from 9. Instead, it features a
single camshaft inside the block which uses hydraulic lifters, pushrods, and rocker arms to
operate the valves. With most engines, air enters on one side of the head, and exhaust exits on
the opposite side. On the 4. Again, this is way different than most modern inline-six engines
which almost always use a single or dual overhead cam design with the intake and exhaust
ports on opposite sides of the heads, which shows how old the internal designs of this engine
are. Something you might have noticed by the specs we covered a moment ago is that this
engine has a surprising bore to stroke ratio. When the 4. Upon initial release, it output hp and
lb-ft, which was quite a bit more than the six-cylinder engines found in Ford, GM, or Nissan
trucks and SUVs. Throughout the years, Jeep increased power output until the final High Output
version which outputs a whopping hp and lb-ft of torque. Ironically, the 4. At the time, the large
majority of truck engines were carbureted, however, AMC sent the 4. Luckily, Chrysler figured
out that the RENIX system was kind of trash and eventually replaced it with a new engine
management system in Aside from just changing the engine management in , Chrysler also
changed the location of the intake ports, added a larger throttle body, improved the intake and
exhaust manifolds, and changed the camshaft. The result of all the changes in was a power
increased to hp and lb-ft. These engines are now known as the High Output engines, with many
of the Jeeps using the and later engines having a high output badge on the side. From to there
were pretty much no changes to the 4. In , there were some changes in the cylinder head which
had a bad design and lead to cracking in the head. Not all the heads had this issue, just the
heads with the casting number. The head will typically cack between cylinder 3 and 4. Then
midway through , the bad casting was fixed but still retained the new cylinder head design.
Throughout the years, Jeep made a lot of other small changes to the 4. Something really
interesting is how closely related the 4. The 4. Looking at some of the common problems and
issues of the 4. The points I just made are anecdotal, but I thought they were worth mentioning.
As far as performance goes, the 4. There are quite a few people who have turbocharged these
engines which is interesting because of how wild the 4. Save my name, email, and website in
this browser for the next time I comment. Currently you have JavaScript disabled. In order to
post comments, please make sure JavaScript and Cookies are enabled, and reload the page.
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similarities, many still think of the ''95 XJs as the fastest six-cylinder-powered Jeeps in stock
trim. For some reason, the ''01 XJs just don't feel as fast. Did they change the engine? Did OBD2
kill the 4. Probably not, because if you drive a ''95 YJ or a ''06 TJ, there's no appreciable
difference. The older XJs probably just feel faster because they have less sound deadening
material and some other heavy components. At least we think that's the case. And with that, let
the myth-spinning begin. We've heard dozens of fish stories about how to make power with the
venerable 4. Well, we've got around a half-million miles under our tires thanks to the trusty 4.
We've also got well over dyno runs on these engines and have a good idea of what makes
power, what improves drivability, and what wastes your money. Cold Air Intake Myth: A cold air
intake with an open dry or oil-impregnated gauze filter will increase power and mileage. Our
Thoughts: While not all aftermarket filter media are as efficient at trapping dirt as the
factory-spec paper plate filters, there's no denying you'll see improved mileage and feel a
definite seat-of-the-pants improvement. On some models, the major benefit comes from
replacing the kinked, convoluted factory ducting. Reflash Computer Myth: "I'll just have my
factory computer reflashed or a new program installed to deal with my automatic-to-manual
transmission swap, stroker engine, supercharger, turbocharger, or whatever. At least, we
haven't found anybody who can do this. You can run aftermarket piggyback programmers like a
Unichip or JET chip, or run a unit that will slightly overwrite certain performance parameters of

the factory computer, like a Superchips or Hypertech. These can change the fuel maps or alter
timing to some degree. Claimed Gains: That it's possible. Actual Gains: Can't do it. Throttle
Body Spacer Myth: Adding a throttle body spacer will increase the intake plenum volume for
more air and a higher velocity intake charge. Also, rifling an aluminum spacer helps air flow into
cylinder head with less turbulence for more power. Boring the factory throttle body or installing
a larger-bore aftermarket throttle body will allow the engine to breathe and make more power.
Our Thoughts: On most stock or slightly modified engines the factory 60mm throttle body isn't
the cork, and is capable of supplying the engine with enough air to get the job done. Only on a
vehicle with airflow modifications like a cold air intake and free-flow exhaust will you notice a
difference. Claimed Gains: hp Actual Gains: 5hp Notes: We did see a 5hp difference with a
62mm throttle body on a 4. It's a complementary component best used in concert with other
products. Head Games Myth: The ''95 casting number are hands-down the best power
producers, followed by the ''98 and then the 'up s. The early heads have far superior flow
numbers and resist cracking better than the later heads and will make way more power. Our
Thoughts: We don't argue the flow numbers of the ''95s are the best, but the later-model HO
head flow numbers are generally within 10cfm at the crucial mid-lift areas. Given the
conservative factory camshafts, that 10cfm isn't going to do much. All 4. And any 'up HO head
will absolutely kill any ''90 non-HO head. Claimed Gains: 30hp Actual Gains: hp Notes: With the
relatively small duration, low-lift factory camshafts there's not much need for cylinder heads
with huge flow numbers. The factory heads are well matched to the factory components. It's
only when increasing camshaft duration and lift profiles that aftermarket aluminum or ported
heads show their true advantage. Ignition Hop-Ups Myth: A hotter spark will allow you to run a
bigger plug gap and burn more fuel more completely. Our Thoughts: It's sound theory, but
impractical in practice for most of the 4. Not only is the 4. It's only when forced induction or
larger injectors and different camshaft profiles come into play that hotter aftermarket spark
components prove their worth. Claimed Gains: 15hp, 20 percent better mileage Actual Gains: hp
Notes: You may see some big numbers from 4. After-Cat Exhaust Myth: Removing the
restrictive muffler and exhaust pipe behind the catalytic converter will greatly increase
drivability, performance, and mileage. Our Thoughts: Car manufacturers often design exhaust
systems to cancel out resonance and unwanted noise at some sacrifice to mileage and power.
They almost always leave a little power and efficiency on the table as a result. Claimed Gains:
Up to 25hp and a percent bump in mileage Actual Gains: hp and percent fuel mileage Notes:
We've realized very noticeable seat-of-the-pants improvements with after-cat exhaust systems,
as well as bonefide dyno verification. The extra air getting to the O2 sensor will make the Jeep
run rich, foul cat, and run like crap. The fix is to add an aftermarket header for more power,
durability, and longevity. Our Thoughts: We agree with the above. The exhaust system of a 4. In
fact, even some aftermarket steel and stainless steel headers may not prove immune. Claimed
Gains: hp and long-life Actual Gains: hp and long-life Notes: Despite its fairly efficient design,
you will notice a seat-of-the-pants improvement with an aftermarket header when used in
conjunction with an after-cat exhaust and a cold air intake. Just buy the header with the thickest
gauge tubing you can. Forced Induction Fueling and Mileage Myth: Adding a supercharger or
turbocharger will actually improve your mileage because the engine will be making more power
and will require less throttle input to maintain the same speed. Our Thoughs: Anytime you add a
supercharger or turbocharger you'll need to up the factory 19lb-hr injector size up to lb-hr
injectors. The level of boost increases the brake-specific fuel consumption. Regardless of the
techno-babble, we've always seen a drop in mileage with a 4. Claimed Gains: mpg Actual Gains:
-2 to -5mpg. Our Thoughts: While a free-flow intake manifold can deliver more power, it's only
going to allow as much air to flow as the cylinder head and camshaft will call for. Upping the
intake runner volume too much will cause the intake charge to lose velocity, killing low- and
mid-speed power and torque. On a 'earlier engine running a stock camshaft and unported
cylinder head, it's wasted effort. Close Ad. Forums Photos Industry Videos. Share on Facebook
Share on Twitter. Jeep's 4. Not only did it provide outstanding power relative to other engines in
its class in the early years, but it also delivered outstanding reliability -- save fo
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r some common oil leaks -- and its production ran from through the model year. The only Jeep
model to still use this venerable engine was the Wrangler. The 4. It produced horsepower at 4,
rpm and foot-pounds of torque at 3, rpm. In the Wrangler, with the six-speed manual
transmission mated to it, this engine earned mileage ratings of 13 mpg city, 17 mpg highway
and 15 mpg combined. With the auto transmission, the ratings dropped to 13 mpg city, 16 mpg
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